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Spring 1

Literacy

Welcome back to the Spring term. My name is Mrs Nixon

Writing

and I have already met your wonderful children. This half
term I’m looking forward to getting to know them much
better.
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to write a

The children will carry out lots of activities to
practise holding a pencil and controlling its
movement. The children will be starting to look at
writing a sentence.

message in the home school diary, contact me via the class
email or ring the school and arrange to talk to me.
Please continue to send in coats, hats, gloves and scarfs as

At home, encourage your child to write and draw
and talk about the marks they have made.

we will continue to spend lots of time outside.
Don’t forget that children need to come in their PE kits.
Computing

The children will continue to participate in daily

The children will learn to programme a bee-

phonics. We will be learning new letter sounds, an

bot to make it move from one place to

action to remember them and learning how to form

another.

them correctly when writing.

The children will use the ipads to take
pictures of their environment and write
captions to go with them.

Phonics

Communication and language
The children will be encouraged to listen in a range of
situations and demonstrate being a good listener. They will
learn to take turns to speak and consider the speaker.
During activities and play the children will be asked to

Physical Development

offer explanations and recount events that have happened

The children will continue to develop their

through the day.

fine motor skills so they can use a range of

The children will learn new vocabulary and use it in

tools competently, safely and confidently.

different contexts.

We will practise writing, cutting, threading,

We will be learning new songs, rhymes and exploring poems

pouring, spooning, drawing and have a weekly

as well as listening to stores to build familiarity and

dough disco.

understanding.

We will be developing overall body strength,
co-ordination and balance through climbing,
jumping on and off equipment, crawling,
running and exploring a variety of ways to
travel.

At home, continue to play, talk and chat to your child as
this will help your child develop their speaking and listening
skills.

Personal, social and emotional development
We will be revisiting the class rules to make sure
that everyone is happy and safe in our class.
The children will enjoy spending time with their
friends and sharing new experiences learning to
share and co-operate with each other.
The children will learn about different types of
emotions and strategies to use when experiencing
big feelings!

Expressive arts

R.E.

Children will continue to create using their own ideas
through a range of media including paints, junk modelling
and play dough. We will learn joining techniques to help
with their creations and learn how to use tools
competently.
We will be looking at the artist Henri Matisse and learn
about how he created art with paper. The children will
then create their own work in his style.
Children will continue to participate in weekly music
sessions.
We will learn new songs and the children will be given the
opportunity to perform them solo or in groups to the rest
of the class.

Maths
Number
The children will learn that zero represents nothing and
will sing number songs to reinforce this understanding.
They will compare numbers to 10 and know that one
quantity can be more than, the same or fewer than
another quantity. The children will continue to develop
the understanding that numbers are made up of smaller
numbers and participate in activities such as throwing
beanbags in to a hoop and working out the score.
They will learn to represent numbers 6, 7 and 8 in
different ways and count out from a larger group.
Measures
The children will explore weight, capacity and length.
Comparing quantities and using language such as more,
less, empty, full, heavy, light, long, short etc. They will

Understanding the world
We will be looking at the new season ‘Winter’ the signs
of Winter and how it effects the environment. The
children will describe what they see, hear and feel when
outside.
We will learning about special celebrations such as
Chinese New Year and comparing it to the celebrations
that we have.

This term we will be exploring the stories that
Jesus heard. Children will be introduced to the
Old Testament and understand that Jesus
would have heard these stories as he was
growing up.

also learn about ordering and sequencing important times
in the day to describe what events happen next.
Continue to count at home and encourage children to
compare groups of objects. E.g. How many grapes do you
have? How many do I have? Who has more/less?

Forest School
The children will explore the forest and
comment about how it has changed now
Winter has arrived. They will create
observational drawings of trees, plants and
animals and hunt for mini-beasts. They will
explore ice and frost and create stick men.

